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INTRODUCTION

The Switzerland Innovation Network presents a unique opportunity within  
Switzerland to bring research closer to industry. The distinguishing feature  
of the Switzerland Innovation Park Biel/Bienne (SIPBB) is its four research centers 
(Swiss Smart Factory, Swiss Advanced Manufacturing Center, Swiss MedTech 
Center and Swiss Battery Technology Center), which are able to work together 
across the disciplines. Depending on the requirements of a project, the  
competence centers can be supplemented with engineering and technology 
facilities, as well as a range of laboratories and workspace. This specific  
bundling of competences and the close links between the four centers make the 
park unique within Switzerland. The unprecedented mix accelerates the rate  
at which the SIPBB is able to turn research results into market-ready products and 
services. With its location in Biel/Bienne, the SIPBB lies in the bilingual and 
second-largest city of Bern Canton, which accounts for a quarter of Switzerland’s 
industry- based jobs. Lying within a stone’s throw of the main railway station,  
the SIPBB is centrally connected to the city. Directly opposite the building lies 
the new Campus Biel/Bienne of Bern University of Applied Sciences (BFH).  
At its Campus Biel/Bienne BFH combines the technical disciplines of the two 
departments “Architecture, Woodwork and Construction” and “Technology  
and Informatics”. In future, more than 2000 students and around 650 employees 
will study, work and carry out research in Biel. Fifteen degree courses and a 
broad range of attractive further training options are being offered at the new 
Campus.

The facilities available at SIPBB are precisely oriented towards the innovative 
spirit that lies at the heart of Biel/Bienne and offer both open and closed  
premises (security areas) in the form of offices, workshops and laboratories.

At the SIPBB, we work with national and international partners to carry out  
research for our own generation and the next.

SIPBB – tailored to your needs, for highest performance!
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to generate research investments from abroad, foster 
innovative achievement and start-ups within Switzerland, 
and accelerate the process of turning research results 
into market-ready products. With this mission in mind, 
we operate a platform in Biel/Bienne with the following 
core offerings:

 – research and development services
 – innovation services
 – room and laboratory rental

The SIPBB is currently located in the building on Aarberg-
strasse 5 in Nidau-Biel and also uses a rented industrial 
hall in Ipsach. 

THE SIPBB IS HUGELY BENEFICIAL TO OUR COMPANY: A MECHANICS 
LABORATORY, AN ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, 3D PRINTERS AND THE 
DEVELOPMENT SERVICES PROVIDED MEAN EVERYTHING IS UNDER ONE 
ROOF.
Matthias Hell, CEO Bozzio Ltd

« »«

»

THE ADVANTAGES OF  
A SWISS LOCATION

 – huge innovative power and  
advanced technology

 – competitive location for business
 – liberal economic system
 – political stability
 – close integration with foreign markets
 – good education system
 – outstanding healthcare system
 – excellent infrastructure
 – high quality of life

The Switzerland Innovation Park Biel/Bienne is a private, 
non-profit Swiss organisation, which carries out and sup-
ports industrially-oriented and primary applied research 
and development. As part of the national and international 
network of the Switzerland Innovation Foundation, we aim 

The five-storey building offers a total area of 15 500 m² 

The new building is located directly next to Biel station and opposite the new 
campus of Bern University of Applied Sciences

The heart of the park is the large, open hall of the Swiss Smart Factory 

TIMELINE

June 2013
Foundation of  
INNOCAMPUS AG

2020
Takeover deadline of the 
basic configuration

May 2017
Opening of the 
Swiss Smart Factory 

2021
Date of rental

January 2016
Opening of the Switzerland  
Innovation Park

May 2019
First stone laying
new building SIPBB

SWITZERLAND INNOVATION PARK  
BIEL/BIENNE (SIPBB)
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Meeting places
The SIPBB offers meeting places for people to come to-
gether within an innovation environment. The ground 
floor boasts a bistro, a foyer with seating and an exhibition 
area, as well as the auditorium for internal and external 
events, seminars and workshops for up to 300 visitors.

The new SIPBB building  
is certified to the  
Minergie-P standard

THE NEW SIPBB BUILDING
THE FIVE-STOREY BUILDING HAS A TOTAL AREA OF 15 500 m². 
THE NEW BUILDING IS MODERN WITH PLENTY OF DAYLIGHT 
AND IS VERY ADAPTABLE

Space distribution (GFA)
Space Square      

meters

Space for rent 2nd /3rd /4th floors 10 000 m2

Lab Space 1st floor 2 750 m2

Innovation and open space Ground floor 2 750 m2

Total 15 500 m2

Laboratories and research facilities
Various different laboratories, workshops and cleanrooms 
can be rented on an hourly, daily or monthly basis for 
specific projects. 

An established feature of the new building are the SIPBB’s 
four research centers:  
Swiss Smart Factory (SSF)  
Swiss Advanced Manufacturing Center (SAMC) 
Swiss MedTech Center (SMTC) 
Swiss Battery Technology Center (SBTC)

Logistics and vertical access systems
Each of the core zones has both stairs and a passenger 
lift. The lift goes from the basement to the roof. The access 
facilities in the eastern part of the building include a 
goods lift that goes from the basement to the fourth floor. 
The lift has capacity of 4,0 t and measures 2,0 m by 4,0 m, 
with a height of 2,4 m.

Workspace for rent
In the core zones of the third and fourth floor, there is 
the option of installing customer-specific cleanrooms. 
The office space is in the fringe areas along the glazed 
façades. The Open Innovation Space on the fourth floor is 

equipped for events, presentations and meetings for  
up to 200 people. The roof terrace features tables, 
chairs, umbrellas and a vending machine for beverages 
and is therefore the perfect place to take a break.
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1   Stairs
2   Passenger lift (Parking to top floor)
3   Goods lift (Parking to fourth floor)
4       WC

Features of the new building
The five-storey building has 15 500 m² of total space 
and is modern with plenty of daylight. It is also very ad-
aptable. In accordance with the modular concept, the  
interior construction has been finished using modular and 
lightweight construction techniques. Each floor is 
equipped with connections for power, water, noble gases, 
compressed air, waste air, medicinal gas/air, internet 
and technical refrigeration.

Sustainability
The new SIPBB building is certified to the Minergie-P 
standard, which means it makes sustainable use of  
energy resources. We use photovoltaic energy to produce 
our own power, and this can be stored thanks to sufficient 
battery capacity. Heating and cooling of the whole building 
as well as the technical facilities takes place using water 
from the lake and recirculation of process waste heat. To 
ensure sustainability, waste is consistently sorted and 
recycled.

Security
The SIPBB offers not only maximum quality and comfort, 
but also the utmost security. Employees enter the main 
building and all the floors and rooms relevant to them by 
means of a flexible access system. The manned reception 
desk is available for tenants and employees to use during 
opening hours and registers all visitors. The building is 
burglar-proof and equipped with video surveillance, and 
it is also guarded by Securitas staff outside of business 
hours. To ensure that no lasting damage is caused by any 
brief interruptions to the power supply, the building has 
its own emergency generator and two separate access 
columns for a redundant supply system.

SIPBB services
 – cleaning of premises
 – procurement of office furniture
 – planning and realisation of tenant fit-out
 – catering and event organisation
 – accounting services
 – marketing services
 – mail and package handling
 – logistics and waste disposal

FRONT

1   Basement 
       Parking

2    Ground floor    
Switzerland Innovation Park

3   First floor   
       Switzerland Innovation Park

4        Second floor   
Training and education

5    Third floor   
Space for rent

6    Fourth floor   
Space for rent

7   Top floor 
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Foyer
The 200 m2 foyer offers an open and pleasant area for 
waiting or spending time, with ample seating, power 
sockets, and internet and mains water connections. 

Auditorium
The auditorium measures 220 m2 and boasts state-of-
the-art technology (audio and video systems). With room 
for 200 seated guests and 300 standing guests, the  
auditorium offers ample space for events, workshops, 
seminars or a celebratory occasion with catering  
included.

Bistro
With 150 m2, the bistro offers space  
for 100 seated guests and is available 
for visitors, tenants, and employees  
to use.

Chemical laboratory  
The 80 m2 chemical laboratory is fully equipped and in-
cludes a separate chemical storeroom and separate 
shower. With its chemical exhaust hoods, air filtration 
and air exhauster, it meets all safety requirements.

Swiss Smart Factory (SSF)
The hall of the Swiss Smart Factory measures 1000 m2 
and is seven meters high, so it also houses a travelling 
crane. One square meter has a floor load capacity of 
3000 kg. The huge sliding door makes it possible for 
trucks to get in and out. The SSF is the first test and 
demonstration platform for Industry 4.0 in Switzerland. 
The SSF’s vision is to become Switzerland’s leading,  
internationally-recognised center of competence in 
application-oriented research and transfer of Industry 4.0, 
as well as to create an ecosystem of partners, through 
which unique innovations and activities relating to In-
dustry 4.0 can be developed.

GROUND FLOOR
THE LARGE HALL OF THE SWISS SMART FACTORY DEFINES 
THE GROUND FLOOR AND CREATES A STRIKING IMPRES-
SION EVEN FROM THE RECEPTION AREA

The huge sliding door makes it possible for trucks to get in and outSIPBB reception

SIPBB auditoriumBFH and hftm reception

FABLAB and Electronic Laboratory on 300 m2

The FABLAB (fabrication laboratory) offers you a space 
where you can realize your ideas and innovations in the 
form of prototypes and small production series. Different 
work areas, such as the Maker Workshop, Digitization 
and Electronics Laboratory are at your disposal. With 
3D printers and laser cutters, you can create new shapes 

1   Main entrance – north
2   Main entrance – south
3   Driveway / delivery (trucks)

1   BFH / hftm reception
2   SIPBB reception
3   Foyer
4       Swiss Smart Factory hall
5   Bicycle parking visitors
6   FABLAB
7   Electronic Laboratory
8   Chemical laboratory
9    Shower (for tenants and  

SIPBB-Staff)
10   Professional kitchen
11   Bistro / seating area
12   Auditorium

1   Stairs
2   Passenger lift
3   Goods lift
4       WC
5       Technical rooms

Room height: 2,8 m

Room height: 6 m

and machine all materials. For support and networking, 
at the FABLAB we offer training and consulting services 
as well as events for interested participants whatever their 
level of knowledge is.
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Electronics laboratory

3D metal laboratory

Meeting place and break area. View into the Swiss Smart Factory hall

Room height: 3 m

Swiss Battery Technology Center (SBTC)
The Swiss Battery Technology Center (100 m2) uniquely 
combines applied research with product development. We 
combine fundamental electrochemical, mechanical, elec-
trotechnical and digital knowledge to develop leading- edge 
battery applications. We accompany you from the idea to 
the product certification. Thanks to international coopera-
tion, we are always at the pulse of research. With  
interdisciplinary research groups, we guide you safely 
through a wide range of applications, whether medicine, 
driving vehicles or drones.

Measuring laboratory
The measuring laboratory is optimally equipped with 
various measuring devices for physical dimensions – 
e.g. X-ray microscope and X-ray computer tomograph, 
EMC and 3D digitisation.

Swiss MedTech Center with Medtech / Healthtech (SMTC)
Covering an area of approximately 200 m2, the SMTC is  
a meeting place for research, medicine and industry to 
work on interdisciplinary innovative projects in the fields 
of medtech and health-tech. Internal research and engi-
neering resources are complemented with specialists 
from the national and international partner network to 
build perfectly adapted teams. The focus of our research 
is implementation of technology in the medical field  
to find new applications and the investigation of their  
effects on patients, health care professionals,  
medical environment and the health care system.  
We position ourselves in the interface between  
humans, technology and environment to  
complement technology driven research  
partners. Here, a central role is played  
by an inspiring, theme-based showroom  
for partner acquisition, events, and  
technology demonstrations. 

Swiss Advanced Manufacturing Center (SAMC)
While having a broad industrial understanding of the 
AM process, the SAMC focuses its research activities  
in the area of advanced optics and Lasers and Laser- 
material interaction for AM applications. In an area  
of approximately 250 m2, we conduct applied research and 
development with the aim to be very close to industrial 
needs. Thus, our labs are equipped with state-of-the-art 
AM technologies as well as a state-of-the-art open 
research AM machine. 

 – Advanced optics, High Power Laser beam delivery and 
characterisation for AM

 – Selective Laser Melting process for metals
 – Process performance monitoring
 – Postmachining operations (surface, heat treatments)
 – Quality inspection (3D scanning, metallographic in-
spection, CT)

FIRST FLOOR
WITH THE THREE CENTERS OF COMPETENCE AND THE 
ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT, THIS FLOOR IS PRIMARILY 
THE RESEARCH LEVEL OF SIPBB

Mechanics / prototyping laboratory
With 200 m2 of space, this laboratory hosts a modern 
fleet of machines, including CNC milling machines and 
lathes, various workbenches, machine saws, and a com-
prehensive selection of tools.

Engineering on a surface of 220 m2

The interplay of concept development and simulation en-
ables us to quickly reach a high degree of concept maturity, 
which we are able to test and verify using real models  
in our laboratory. Using the analysis of the test results, 
we are able to compare our virtual prototypes and pro-
duce and optimise variations. This way, we can shorten 
development times and ease the pressure on the project 
budget. Our close interaction and short communication 
channels under one roof are our defining features. 

1   Swiss Smart Factory hall  
2   hftm Measuring laboratory
3   Swiss MedTech Center
4       hftm System technology laboratory
5    Mixed workshop and  

mechanics Laboratory
6   Engineering
7   ProtoShape
8   Swiss Advanced Manufacturing Center
9   Swiss Battery Technology Center

10   Meeting rooms

1   Stairs
2   Passenger lift
3   Goods lift
4       WC
5       Technical rooms
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Training and education
In our fast-moving times, training and education frequently 
dictate a person’s professional future. With the Technical 
College of Higher Education (Höheren Fachschule für 
Technik Mittelland – hftm) and Bern University of  
Applied Sciences (Berner Fachhochschule – BFH) as  
tenants on the second floor, the SIPBB accommodates  
a broad and outstanding range of training facilities.

Technical College of Higher Education (hftm) 
The hftm offers nationally recognised study 
courses. Students are able to pursue courses 
part-time alongside work in the areas of 
automation, electrical engineering, energy 
technology, building automation, con - 
struction technology, production tech- 
 nology, software development,  
business processes, and business  
informatics. Courses in mechanical  
engineering and systems technology  
can be pursued full-time. 

Bern University of Applied Sciences (BFH)
BFH offers an interdisciplinary range of modules so 
students can expand on and complement their core 
competences. The part-time courses offer various final 
qualifications (MAS, EMBA, DAS, CAS) in the areas of  
innovation, management, digital health, IT, data science, 
cyber security and digital transformation.

For those interested in space for rent
The second storey is already firmly divided up between 
the two educational institutions and is not available to 
our users or those interested in space for rent. 

SECOND FLOOR
PROFESSIONAL TRAINING AND EDUCATION AS THE KEY TO 
SUCCESS. THE SIPBB PROVIDES FOR AN OUTSTANDING 
RANGE OF TRAINING FACILITIES

BFH and hftm training rooms Communal area and training rooms

1   Bern University of Applied Sciences
2    Communal area for BFH and hftm, 

work areas, break area
3    Technical College of  

Higher Education

1   Stairs
2   Passenger lift
3   Goods lift
4       WC
5       Technical rooms

Room height: 3,0 m
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Core zones
The area between the core zones can take up to 1000 kg 
of weight per square meter and is well-supplied with all 
the relevant equipment (technical refrigerant, technical 
gases, compressed air, high-voltage current, etc.). The core 
zone is suitable for equipments of workspace, laboratories 
and cleanrooms. 

Office units
The fringe area on the third floor accommodates office 
units along the glazed façade. 

THIRD FLOOR
THIS FLOOR OFFERS SPACE FOR RENT, WHICH CAN BE  
FITTED OUT SPECIFICALLY FOR THE TENANT

Office space for rent

The office units are 
located along the 

glazed façades Shared Cleanroom

1    Cleanroom laboratory space  
(for rent)

2   Office space (for rent)
3   Meeting rooms

1   Stairs
2   Passenger lift
3   Goods lift
4       WC
5       Technical room

Room height: 2,8 m
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FOURTH FLOOR
THE SPACE FOR RENT IS DIVIDED UP AS ON THE  
THIRD FLOOR

Office space and meeting roomCollaboration within a modern, comfortable infrastructure

Open Innovation SpaceCleanroom and office

Open Innovation Space 
The fourth floor also houses the 405 m2 Open Innovation 
Space. With a room height of six meters, it is ideally suited 
to events, presentations and meetings for up to 200 people.

Shared cleanrooms 
The cleanrooms (class 5) are fully equipped and can be 
rented by the hour, day or month. 

Equipment: 
 – Deep-freezing apparatus 
 – Sterilisation and distillation apparatus 
 – Double-door system with changing facility 
 – Up to four storerooms within the cleanroom  
for use by individual tenants 

 – Material / machine double-door system 
 – Operation, cleaning and maintenance  
by SIPBB

1    Shared cleanroom (core area) 
2   Office space (for rent)
3   Open Innovation Space (for rent)
4       Meeting rooms

1   Stairs
2   Passenger lift
3   Goods lift
4       WC
5       Technical rooms

Room height: 2,8 m
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Roof terrace
With a view of the lake, the Chasseral and the city of Biel, 
the 150 m2 roof terrace offers the perfect open-air 
meeting place. One hundred chairs, 24 tables, umbrellas 
and a vending machine for beverages guarantee a  
relaxing break or a successful aperitif with catering.

Drone landing site
A launch and landing site for drones with protection 
from wind and rain is available on the roof. In future, 
transportation of packages weighing up to two kilos is  
to take place by means of logistics drones. 

TOP FLOOR
THE OPEN-AIR MEETING PLACE WITH A VIEW OF LAKE 
BIEL AND THE BERNESE JURA

Roof terrace

1   Roof terrace
2   Photovoltaic system
3   Drone landing site

1   Stairs
2   Passenger lift
3   Technical rooms
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Parking spaces
The car park can be accessed from Aarbergstrasse and 
has 49 spaces for cars, 18 for motorcycles, and 300 for  
bicycles. Charging points for electric vehicles are also 
available.

BASEMENT
THE UNDERGROUND GARAGE WITH ELECTRIC VEHICLE 
CHARGING POINTS PROVIDES AMPLE SPACE FOR CARS, 
MOTORCYCLES AND BICYCLES

EQUIPMENT, SERVICES 
AND PRICES

Vehicle Number

SIPBB parking spaces 31

Visitor parking spaces 13

Disabled parking spaces 2

Electric vehicle charging points 3

Motorcycles 18

Bicycles 300

1   SIPBB parking spaces
2   Visitor parking spaces
3   Disabled parking spaces
4       Bicycle parking
5     Motorcycle parking

  
1   Stairs
2   Passenger lift
3   Goods lift
4       Technical rooms

Interface between basic equipment and tenant equipment Basic  
equipment

Tenant 
equipment

Floor space with cement covering plus reserve of 10 mm for floor x
Fitted floor covering in wood / seamless plastic flooring / carpet (10 mm in height) x
Heating x
Basic lighting x
Electric wiring, internet and other connections are available from the distribution  
substations into both core areas  x

Basic building management system x
Individual heating and lighting control x
Tenant-specific energy measuring systems (water/energy, ventilation, cooling etc.) x
Shades / anti-panic lighting, fire alarm system and sprinkler x
Two to four meeting rooms per floor x
Subdivision of the area by means of dividing walls and doors x
WC / sanitary facilities x
Parking spaces  x
Bistro x
Bicycle parking spaces x
Visitor reception x
First aid room, video surveillance, security, access system x

SIPBB services available (for a fee)

Delivery and dispatch of packages and mail, tenant room cleaning, disposal
Auditorium
Open Innovation Space
Foyer
Bistro, Event management, Catering
Lab space: open cleanroom, chemical laboratory, workshop, FABLAB
Marketing, media relations service, accounting

5   5   

Renting prices (Indicative prices) excl. VAT Basic equipment incl. Tenant 
equipment
price/m2 p.a.Closed room’s Floor load capacity price/m2 p.a.

Basic equipment 300 kg/m2 CHF 2401)

Office construction 300 kg/m2 (min. 100 m2) CHF 2801)

Laboratory spaces 1000 kg/m2 in core zone CHF 300 CHF 350–400
1) from 100 m2 rental space

Renting prices (Indicative prices) excl. VAT Month
Open work spaces 
Equipped offices 1 to 3 months2) CHF 100

from 4 months up CHF 300
2) Startup offer, if min. 12 months contract signed
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Contacts

For those interested in space for rent
felix.kunz@sipbb.ch

Switzerland Innovation Park Biel/Bienne AG
Aarbergstrasse 46
2503 Biel/Bienne
Tel. +41 32 530 88 88
info@sipbb.ch
www.sipbb.ch
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